UCSB College of Engineering Facts & Stats

Current Majors & Degree Programs

- Chemical Engineering (BS, MS, PhD)
- Computer Science (BS, BA, MS, PhD)
- Computer Engineering (BS)
- Electrical Engineering (BS)
- Electrical & Computer Engineering (MS, PhD)
- Materials (MS, PhD)
- Mechanical Engineering (BS, MS, PhD)
- Technology Management (MTM)

Faculty

- Professors 104
- Associate Professors 16
- Assistant Professors 11
- Joint Appointments 23%

Faculty Distinctions

- Nobel Prize 3
- National Academy of Engineering 27
- National Academy of Science 9
- Royal Society of London 4
- Royal Academy of Engineering 2
- National Medal of Technology 1
- Japan Order of Culture Award 1
- Millennium Award 1

Degrees Granted Annually (2013-2014)

- BS/BA 298
- MS 120
- PhD 94

Enrollment (Fall 2014)

- Undergraduate 1,421
- Graduate 690
- Faculty-to-Student Ratio 10:1

Interdisciplinary Research Centers & Institutes 26
Other Points of Pride

- #1: Best new faculty in the US by NSF early career awards
- #1: Per capita start-up patents and companies founded among UCs
- 9: Researchers named to MIT Tech Review’s TR35 list
- 2: Technology Emmy or Oscar Awards won by faculty
- 3: Alumni NASA astronauts
- 100%: Graduate programs among NRC’s Top 5 and US News Top 10